Chewing gum – hematologic/solid cancer (pediatric) – CT – prevention

- **Guideline: Suggestion against (LoE III)**
- **Guideline statement: Chewing gum is not suggested for the prevention of OM in pediatric patients with hematological or solid cancer treated with CT.**

Honey (combined topical-systemic) – H&N – RT or RT-CT – prevention

- **Guideline: Suggestion (LoE III)**
Guideline statement: Honey (combined topical application and systemic administration) is suggested for the prevention of OM in H&N cancer patients treated with either RT or RT-CT.

Honey (topical) – H&N - RT or RT-CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE II)

Honey (topical) – hematologic cancer – CT – treatment
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Honey (topical) – hematologic or solid cancer – CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Propolis (topical) – hematologic or solid cancer – CT – treatment
Propolis (topical and systemic) – H&N cancer – RT – prevention
Propolis (topical) – H&N cancer – CT – treatment
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Traumeel (topical and systemic) – hematologic cancer (pediatric) – HSCT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE II)

Traumeel (topical and systemic) – H&N cancer – RT or RT-CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Artificial moistening – Hematologic cancer – HSCT – prevention
Artificial humidification – H&N cancer – RT or RT-CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) – hematologic cancer – HSCT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE II)

Curcumin (topical) – H&N cancer – RT – treatment
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Hangeshashinto (topical) – solid cancer – CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE II)

Chamomile (topical) – solid cancer – CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Chamomile (topical) – hematologic cancer – HSCT – prevention
- Guideline: No guideline possible (LoE III)

Probiotics based on Lactobacillus brevis cd2 lozenges (topical & systemic) – H&N cancers – RT-CT – prevention
- Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE II)

Probiotics based on Ag013 bacteria (topical) – H&N cancer – CT – prevention
• Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE III)

Phenylbutyrate gelformulation mouthwash (topical) – H&N cancers – RT/RT-CT – treatment
  • Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE III)

Phenytoin (topical) – H&N cancer -RT/RT-CT – prevention
  • Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE III)

Oral beta-glucan (systemic) – Solid cancer - CT – prevention
  • Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE IV)

Platelet gel supernatent (topical) – H&N cancer - RT/RT-CT – prevention
  • Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE III)

Ankaferd hemostat (topical & systemic) – Hematolgic cancer – CT – treatment
  • Guideline: No guidelines possible (LoE IV)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations
CT — Chemotherapy
H&N — Head & neck
HSCT — Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
LoE — Level of evidence
OM – Oral mucositis
RT — Radiotherapy
RT-CT — Radiochemotherapy